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4 Evaluation Process and Initial Alternatives Considered
Introduction
This chapter contains the following elements:






A summary of the evaluation criteria used in general and for Screen 1
A description of the mode/vehicle technology options considered during Screen 1
A summary of the evaluation results for Screen 1
A description of the route/alignment options under consideration
Preliminary recommendations on packaging of mode/vehicle technology options and
route/alignment options to carry forward into the Screen 2 evaluation process

Overview of Evaluation Process
The overall evaluation framework for this proposed project follows a traditional alternatives analysis
process that starts with a broad “universe” of alternatives and that proceeds through a multi-step
screening process. As shown in Figure 4-1, each succeeding level of screening results in a decreasing
number of alternatives as well as an increasing number of evaluation criteria, with the evaluation
criteria becoming more complex, detailed, and quantifiable as the process moves forward. Screen 1
consists of a simple “pass/fail” test of each stand-alone technology option to determine if it is
appropriate to carry forward into Screen 2 for development into technology-route/alignment
combinations for further analysis
Figure 4-1: Overview of Evaluation Process
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Six categories of evaluation criteria are proposed for this proposed project, as shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Proposed Evaluation Criteria Categories and Descriptions
Category
Mobility
Environmental
(Social/Community)
Environmental (Natural)

Description
Measures the benefits and impacts of the proposed project to users of the
corridor’s transportation network, including transit users, auto drivers and
passengers, pedestrian, and cyclists.
Measures the benefits and impacts of the proposed project on health,
safety, community cohesion, economics, heritage, and the overall built
environment.
Measures the benefits and impacts of the proposed project on the natural
environment.

Fiscal

Measures the fiscal benefits and impacts of the proposed project on
individual users, implementing agencies, and the region as a whole.

Urban Character

Measures the benefits and impacts of the proposed project on local land
uses and the urban environment.

Deliverability

Measures broad issues associated with delivering or implementing the
proposed project, including technical or engineering challenges in building
or operating the proposed project, likely construction impacts, and the level
of community and stakeholder acceptance.

Screen 1 Criteria
Screen 1 criteria have been developed to provide a simple – often
qualitative - “pass/fail” conclusion for each alternative relative to
each criterion. Those criteria (listed by category) are:




What evaluation criteria were
important to the public?
The project team reviewed the
proposed evaluation process and
criteria with project stakeholders
and the general public. Key issues
of concern that were reflected in
the criteria included traffic impacts
and economic development
potential.

Mobility:
 Trip capacity – does the alternative provide the required
trip capacity to meet forecast demand for the East Colfax
corridor by 2030 (a 20-30% person-trip increase)?
 Multi-modal – does the alternative provide the
opportunity for implementing, integrating with, or
providing connectivity to a variety of modal options?
 Connectivity and accessibility – does the alternative provide the opportunity to provide
seamless, efficient, and safe connectivity and accessibility for all modes, including pedestrians
and bicyclists, auto users, and transit users in or accessing the study corridor?
Environmental (social/community):
 Does the alternative have any evident or obvious environmental fatal flaws in areas such as
health, safety, community cohesion, economics, heritage, and the overall built environment? Is
the alternative consistent with the goals and principles of local and regional plans, including
transportation plans, zoning plans, and comprehensive plans?
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Is the alternative consistent with the goals and principles of the federal Partnership for
Sustainable Communities program, focused on providing more transportation choices,
promoting equitable and affordable housing, enhancing economic competitiveness, supporting
existing communities, coordinating policies and leveraging investment, and valuing communities
and neighborhoods?
Environmental (natural):
 Does the alternative have any evident or obvious environmental fatal flaws in areas such as
biological resources and wildlife, wetlands, or other natural resource areas?
Fiscal:
 Does the alternative have a reasonable capital and/or operating cost per added capacity relative
to other options?
Urban Character:
 Would the alternative, if implemented, require any obvious and significant ROW or property
acquisitions?
 Is the alternative consistent with existing neighborhood urban design and local development
plans and standards?
Deliverability:
 Is the alternative constructable? In other words, are there any natural or built barriers or
features that would serve as major obstacles to the ability to construct an alternative within a
reasonable budget and a reasonable schedule?
 Does the alternative consist of a mode or technology that has been proven in day-to-day service
in a comparable application (a congested, built urban corridor similar to the project study area).

Screen 1 Process for Mode/Vehicle Technology Options
Mode/Vehicle Technology Options Evaluated
A large number of mode/vehicle technology options were developed for consideration in this process.
These options were derived from other recent alternatives analysis projects, including those in the
Denver metro area, and from other trends observed in the worldwide transportation industry in recent
years. The mode/vehicle technology options considered in Screen 1 were divided into two categories:




Traditional urban roadway corridor mode/vehicle technology options are those modes or vehicle
technologies typically found in a congested urban roadway corridor similar to the East Colfax study
area.
Non-traditional urban roadway corridor mode/vehicle technology options are those modes or
vehicle technologies typically in use in transit applications in other cities and systems but not
typically found in a congested urban roadway corridor similar to the East Colfax study area.
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Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options
A total of five different mode/vehicle technology options were considered in the ‘traditional’ category,
with some in different vertical applications. The five options in this category are:






Roadway expansion
Enhanced Bus
Bus Rapid Transit
Modern Streetcar
Light Rail

Roadway Expansion
Roadway expansion (see Table 4-2) is the most common method used to provide increased capacity in
urban corridors, through minor changes such as roadway design or geometry (including re-striping) and
changes to or elimination of parking, up to and including total reconstruction and expansion to add
lanes to existing roadway sections (including changes to utilities, drainage, and sidewalks, often
accompanied by additional property or ROW).
Table 4-2: Roadway Expansion – Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$1-$10 million per lane mile depending on extent
of construction (including drainage changes,
changes in sidewalks, etc.)

Typical maximum operating speeds

City street speeds

Typical distance between station/stops

NA

Types of alignments/guideways

City street lane

Typical vehicle length

NA

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

NA

Typical power source

NA

Example cities/systems in use

NA
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Enhanced Bus
Enhanced Bus systems (see Table 4-3) are a considerable
step above existing bus service through the provision of
limited stops and (usually) Transit Signal Priority to
provide some travel time advantage over existing or
traditional bus service. In addition, Enhanced Bus service
generally includes investments in passenger amenities,
including unique vehicles (most recently low-floor buses),
vehicle and system branding, enhanced stops/shelters,
ticket vending at stops (often with wayside ticket
collection to facilitate more rapid boarding), real-time
passenger information, and other passenger
enhancements.
Table 4-3: Enhanced Bus - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$1-10 million (two-way service) depending on
amenities

Typical maximum operating speeds

City street speeds

Typical distance between station/stops

¼-2 miles depending on application

Types of alignments/guideways

Shared roadway with operational enhancements

Typical vehicle length

40-70 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

60-80

Typical power source

Diesel, natural gas, or overhead electric

Example cities/systems in use

Tampa, Los Angeles

Bus Rapid Transit
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is similar in many respects to
enhanced bus with one crucial difference: it must either
include a semi-exclusive or exclusive guideway for at least
some portion of the route. This mirrors the current definition
of FTA BRT projects that states that, to be eligible for New
Starts/Small Starts funding, a project must be “a bus system
in which the majority of each line operates in a separated,
dedicated, right-of-way for transit during peak periods and
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includes features that emulate the services provided by rail transit, including— defined stations; traffic
signal priority; short headways for a substantial part of weekdays and weekend days; and any other
features necessary to produce high-quality transit services that emulate the services provided by rail
transit.” In addition, FTA’s new Small Starts guidance allows funding for a “corridor-based bus rapid
transit project,” defined as a bus capital project not in an exclusive guideway for the majority of the
alignment, and that “represents a substantial investment in a defined corridor as demonstrated by
features such as park-and-ride lots, transit stations, bus arrival and departure signage, intelligent
transportation systems technology, traffic signal priority, off-board fare collection, advanced bus
technology, and other features that support the long-term corridor investment.” BRT systems most
often operate in a surface-running, on-street environment, but also could operate in a variety of vertical
environments, including tunnels (typically five to ten times the cost of surface running) and elevated
structures (typically three to ten times the cost of surface-running). Table 4-4 summarizes the key
features of BRT.
Table 4-4: Bus Rapid Transit - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$2-$20 million/mile (two-way service) depending
on amenities

Typical maximum operating speeds

City street and/or freeway speeds

Typical distance between station/stops

¼-2 miles depending on application

Types of alignments/guideways

Semi-exclusive or exclusive for some portion of
route, with operational enhancements

Typical vehicle length

40-70 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

60-80

Typical power source

Diesel, natural gas, or overhead electric

Example cities/systems in use

Los Angeles, Fort Collins, Eugene

Modern Streetcar
Modern Streetcar systems (see Table 4-5 for
key features) typically operate in focused
urban corridors and are aimed at providing
supplemental capacity to existing transit
networks, filling ‘gaps’ that are not being
served by existing transit networks, and
providing both short-distance and longdistance trips in urban corridors. Recent
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examples in Portland, Seattle, and Tacoma have served as urban circulators, connecting key activity
centers in relatively short corridors. Newly emerging applications may include a European-style
combination urban circulator and longer-distance trip provider. Modern Streetcars (defined as such to
distinguish “modern” vehicles from smaller “vintage replica” vehicles seen in cities such as Little Rock)
can operate in a shared-traffic roadway environment (as is often the case in downtown circulators) or
semi-exclusive or exclusive guideway environments for higher speeds and better travel times. Modern
Streetcars typically operate in single-car consists though can be coupled if needed (and if the cars are
constructed for coupling).
Modern Streetcar systems most often operate in a surface-running, on-street environment, but also
could operate in a variety of vertical environments, including tunnels (typically five to ten times the cost
of surface running) and elevated structures (typically three to ten times the cost of surface running).
Table 4-5: Modern Streetcar - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$30-$60 million/mile (two-way service) depending
on amenities

Typical maximum operating speeds

45-55 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

¼ to ½ mile depending on application

Types of alignments/guideways

Shared roadway, semi-exclusive, or exclusive

Typical vehicle length

60-120 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

60-100

Typical power source

Typically overhead electric but could operate on
battery power or ground-level power for short
distances

Example cities/systems in use

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma

Light Rail
Light Rail (see Table 4-6 for key features) is a
familiar technology in the Denver area, with
the Regional Transportation District (RTD)
having operated light rail service since 1994.
Light Rail typically serves longer-distance
corridors, with stations typically a mile apart
for maximum operating efficiency, but can
operate in congested urban corridors as a
quasi-urban circulator similar to its operation
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in downtown Denver (with stations often two blocks apart). The current RTD fleet utilizes high-floor
cars, requiring a high-block or ramp for ADA boarding at stations, though the trend in newer systems in
the US is to use low-floor cars to allow curbside boarding and less infrastructure at stations. Some Light
Rail systems that started out with high-floor cars (such as Portland) have introduced low-floor cars on
newer lines that do not interact with the high-floor car system. Theoretically, that could be the case for
a Light Rail system operating in the East Colfax study area, though the most efficient operations scheme
for Light Rail in the corridor would be interlining and integration with the existing RTD system and fleet.
Light Rail typically operates in two- to four-car consists though can operate in single-car consists where
loads are lighter. Light Rail systems most often operate in a surface-running, semi-exclusive or exclusive
guidway environment, but also could operate in a variety of vertical environments, including tunnels
(typically five to ten times the cost of surface running) and elevated structures (typically three to ten
times the cost of surface running).
Table 4-6: Light Rail - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$40-$80 million/mile (two-way service) depending
on amenities

Typical maximum operating speeds

55-65 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

½ mile to 1 mile

Types of alignments/guideways

Semi-exclusive or exclusive

Typical vehicle length

90-120 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

80-100

Typical power source

Overhead electric

Example cities/systems in use

Denver, Portland, Dallas, Charlotte

Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options
A total of seven different mode/vehicle technology options were considered in the ‘non-traditional’
category, with some in different vertical applications. The options in this category are:








Commuter Rail
Heavy Rail
Magnetic Levitation (MagLev)
Monorail
Automated Guideway Transit
Personal Rapid Transit
Gondola
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Commuter Rail
Commuter Rail (see Table 4-7 for key features) is typically defined as higher-speed, higher-capacity
transit service designed to serve longer travel corridors and major activity centers such as downtowns
and outlying population or employment centers. It can cross streets at-grade though in high-auto-traffic
environments is often constructed with grade separations. It can operate as locomotive-hauled coaches
(often with bi-level passenger coaches), or self-propelled diesel multiple units (DMUs) or electricmultiple units (EMUs), the latter being the technology
to be used in RTD’s East Rail Line and Gold Line systems
scheduled to open in 2016. It can operate in multi-car
consists depending on load requirements.
Commuter Rail typically operates in a railroad corridor
or environment, though it also can operate in exclusive
guideway and in a variety of vertical alignments
(including tunnel or elevated structure, with a
corresponding increase in cost of three to ten times
that of a surface alignment).
Table 4-7: Commuter Rail - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$20-$60 million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

70-80 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

1-3 miles

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive, usually in railroad ROW

Typical vehicle length

100 feet (often bi-level coaches)

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

100+

Typical power source

Diesel or overhead electric

Example cities/systems in use

Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Seattle, Dallas-Fort
Worth

Heavy Rail
Heavy Rail (see Table 4-8 for key features) is a highcapacity, relatively high-speed vehicle technology that
uses third-rail electric power; consequently, it operates
entirely in exclusive guideway, usually a tunnel or
elevated structure (with some surface applications such
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as a freeway median as is the case on some segments of the Washington, D.C., system). It typically
operates in eight-to-ten car consists in dense urban environments with high service frequencies during
peak periods.
Table 4-8: Heavy Rail - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$40-$100 million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

50-60 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

1-3 miles

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive

Typical vehicle length

100 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

100+

Typical power source

Usually third-rail electric

Example cities/systems in use

Washington, Atlanta, San Francisco

MagLev
Magnetic Levitation (or MagLev) trains are suited
primarily for high-speed corridors with large
passenger loads over long distances. MagLev
typically uses ma gnetic suspension on a beam or
other similar electric propulsion system. Only one
major revenue-service MagLev train operates in the
world – connecting Shanghai, China’s, downtown
and airport, though other MagLev systems have
been proposed in the US and elsewhere in the last
few years. Other smaller MagLev systems exist in
other locations but they are primarily test vehicles on short track segments. Because of their beam
power configuration, MagLev trains are completely grade separated and typically would operate in a
tunnel or elevated structure. Table 4-9 shows key features of MagLev.
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Table 4-9: MagLev - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$100+ million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

200 mph+

Typical distance between station/stops

5-20 miles

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive

Typical vehicle length

100-200 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

100+

Typical power source

Electric magnetic levitation

Example cities/systems in use

Shanghai

Monorail
Monorail (see Table 4-10) is a transit mode typically u
sed in short-haul, focused applications in dense activity
centers such as amusement parks, airports, and
entertainment districts. It is fully grade separated,
usually in an aerial structure, likely with a significant
ground footprint for aerial structures and station access.
The only recent monorail construction project in the US
was for the Las Vegas strip in 2004.
Table 4-10: Monorail - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$40-$80 million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

50-60 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

½-2 miles

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive

Typical vehicle length

60-100 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

50-100

Typical power source

Electric power on beam

Example cities/systems in use

Las Vegas
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Automated Guideway Transit
Automated Guideway Transit (AGT) is a transit
mode often used in high-density urban corridors
or activity centers (such as airports) but is entirely
in exclusive guideway (either in tunnel or aerial
structure). They can operate in multi-car consists
and are referred to as “automated” because they
do not need or use on-board operators – all
operations are handled remotely at a central
control center. The most recent example of an
AGT system in North America is the Canada Line
linking Vancouver’s airport with that city’s downtown. Table 4-11 shows key features of AGT.
Table 4-11: Automated Guideway Transit - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$40-$150 million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

50-70 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

1-2 miles

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive

Typical vehicle length

60-150 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

50-100

Typical power source

Third-rail electric

Example cities/systems in use

Vancouver BC

Personal Rapid Transit
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) is a transit mode
focused on providing short trips to small numbers of
riders in a mostly point-to-point fashion. It typically
uses an exclusive guideway (usually aerial, with
corresponding ground footprints for structures and
station access) and can use rubber-tired or steelwheel vehicles, usually with a third-rail power
system. A PRT test track has been in operation at
West Virginia University since the mid-1970s. The
most recent application of PRT is a rubber-tired
system serving Heathrow Airport in London. Table 412 shows key features of PRT
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Table 4-12: Personal Rapid Transit - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$20-$60 million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

30-40 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

1/4 – 1/2 mile

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive

Typical vehicle length

20-30 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

5-10

Typical power source

Electric power

Example cities/systems in use

Typically airport applications

Gondola
Gondola (also often called an “aerial
ropeway”) is a transportation mode most
often used in ski resorts but also recently
used in Portland, OR, to connect that city’s
streetcar system with a medical center
located on a hill above the streetcar
terminus. That system cost $57 million and is
approximately ¾ of a mile in length. A more
typical urban application has been estimated
at approximately $20 million per mile. The
aerial nature of the system results in a likely
significant ground footprint for aerial
structures and station access. Table 4-13 shows key features of Gondola applications.
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Table 4-13: Gondola - Key Features
Feature

Description

Typical construction costs/mile

$10-$50 million per mile

Typical maximum operating speeds

5-20 mph

Typical distance between station/stops

1/4 – 1/2 mile

Types of alignments/guideways

Exclusive (all aerial)

Typical vehicle length

10-30 feet

Typical passenger capacity/vehicle

10-60 depending on car size

Typical power source

Electric power pulling cable

Example cities/systems in use

Ski resorts, Portland

Mode/Vehicle Technology Screen 1 Results
Each mode/vehicle technology option was examined using the
Screen 1 categories and criteria as shown in the following tables. To
ensure that all options were considered and evaluated objectively,
many mode/vehicle technology options were divided into subcategories depending on typical “vertical” alignments (in most cases,
tunnel, surface-running, or elevated structures). During Screen 1,
options are generally evaluated on a “pass-fail” basis, with “pass”
being denoted by dark green and “fail” being denoted by dark red.
However, in some cases, degrees of success or failure are noted due
to the many nuances of mode/technology application and their
vertical alignments. Some are rated medium-high (light green),
neutral (yellow), or medium-low (orange) to reflect those nuances.
Regardless, using the “pass-fail” methodology, any option with a
“fail” in any category is deemed to fail Screen 1 entirely.
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Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

Enhanced Bus

PASS

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Roadway
Expansion

Table 4-14: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Mobility Screen 1
Results

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

Trip capacity
Multi-modal
opportunities
Connectivity/
accessibility
SUMMARY









Trip capacity: Each option was rated on its ability to provide the required trip capacity forecast for
the East Colfax corridor by 2030 (20-30% trip increase). All options were seen as being able to
provide sufficient trip capacity to fulfill this criterion.
Multi-modal opportunities: Each option was rated on the opportunity it provides for
implementing, integrating with, or providing connectivity to a variety of modal options. All options
were rated as being able to meet that criterion by providing relatively equal abilities to integrate
with or connect to other modes in the study area.
Connectivity and accessibility: The options were rated as to their ability to provide seamless,
efficient, and safe connectivity and accessibility for pedestrians and bicyclists and for transit users in
or accessing the study corridor. All options passed this screening, though the BRT, Modern Streetcar
and Light Rail options in tunnel or elevated were seen as being less advantageous to connectivity
and accessibility than street-running options primarily due to their grade separation issues; any
connections to alternative modes or transit would be slightly more expensive and less convenient
for any option in a tunnel or elevated structure compared to street-running options.
Overall: All of the traditional mode/vehicle options were rated as passing the Mobility elements of
the Screen 1 process.
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Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

Enhanced Bus

FAIL

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Roadway
Expansion

Table 4-15: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Environmental
(Social/Community) Screen 1 Results

PASS

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

FAIL

Fatal Flaws
Consistency
with local and
regional plans
Consistency
with federal
livability
principles
SUMMARY







Fatal flaws: Each option was rated as to any evident or obvious environmental fatal flaws in areas
such as health, safety, community cohesion, economics, heritage, and the overall built environment.
Roadway expansion did not pass this criterion primarily because it would result in significant impacts
to historic resources as a result of the need to acquire additional right-of-way. Similarly, any
elevated structures in study area corridors would have potential visual and historic impacts due to
the extensive aerial construction required. Options in tunnels were evaluated as neutral in this
regard; the impacts of sub-surface construction depend on the construction methods utilized (for
example, underground boring might have minimal impacts, while cut-and-cover construction could
potentially have major fatal flaws due to its impacts on historic structures and other social impacts).
Consistency with local and regional plans: Each option was evaluated as to its consistency with the
goals and principles of local and regional plans, including transportation plans, zoning plans, and
comprehensive plans. Roadway expansion failed this evaluation in that additional roadway capacity
is in direct conflict with the City and County of Denver’s Strategic Transportation Plan, which calls for
additional person-trip capacity without additional property or right-of-way. The remaining options
passed this screening. Any surface-running transit option would be consistent with the Strategic
Transportation Plan, while transit options in tunnels or elevated structures - while not explicitly
proposed in any local or regional plans - are not necessarily inconsistent with any of those plans.
Consistency with federal livability principles: The options were examined as to their consistency
with the goals and principles of the federal Partnership for Sustainable Communities program,
focused on providing more transportation choices, promoting equitable and affordable housing,
enhancing economic competitiveness, supporting existing communities, coordinating policies and
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leveraging investment, and valuing communities and neighborhoods. Except for roadway expansion
(which failed due to its probable requirement for additional right-of-way and properties), none of
the options examined were inconsistent with those principles, though transit options in tunnel and
elevated structures were downgraded slightly from street-running options due to their more limited
accessibility and connectivity to new development and housing.
Overall: Roadway expansion and transit options in elevated structures failed this evaluation
primarily due to their potential impacts on historic structures; all other options passed.

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

Enhanced Bus

FAIL

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Roadway
Expansion

Table 4-16: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Environmental
(Natural) Screen 1 Results

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

Fatal Flaws
SUMMARY





Fatal flaws: Each option was rated as to any evident or obvious environmental fatal flaws in areas
such as biological resources and wildlife, wetlands, or other natural resource areas. Roadway
expansion failed this evaluation primarily due to its potential impact on parks in the study area that
could be affected through the additional right-of-way or properties required. All other options
passed this evaluation, though options running in tunnel or elevated structure were deemed slightly
less positive than street-running options due to additional construction requirements that could
have some impact on natural resources.
Overall: All options except roadway expansion were evaluated as passing this criterion.
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Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

PASS

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Enhanced Bus

Reasonable
cost per
capacity
improvement
SUMMARY

Roadway
Expansion

Table 4-17: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Fiscal Screen 1
Results

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

Reasonable costs per capacity improvement: Each option was rated according to its capital and/or
operating cost per added capacity relative to other options. Roadway expansion, enhanced bus, and
all transit options in surface-running environments passed this evaluation. Any transit option in a
tunnel or elevated structure was deemed to have failed this evaluation. Any transit option in a
tunnel is estimated to cost five to ten times a comparable surface-running option, and any elevated
options are estimated to cost from three to ten times any surface-running option. Surface-running
Light Rail was deemed slightly less positive than other transit options in this evaluation as its permile capital cost is double that of typical Modern Streetcar systems and triple (or higher) that of
recent BRT systems.
Overall: Roadway expansion and enhanced bus options passed this evaluation, as did BRT, Modern
Streetcar, and Light Rail in street-running environments. Transit options in tunnel or elevated
structures failed this evaluation due to their order-of-magnitude difference in capital costs
compared with surface-running options.
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Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

FAIL

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Enhanced Bus

Significant
right-of-way
or property
acquisitions
Consistency
with
neighborhood
plans
SUMMARY

Roadway
Expansion

Table 4-18: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Urban Character
Screen 1 Results

PASS

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

FAIL

Right-of-way or property acquisitions: Each option was evaluated as to evident requirements for
any obvious and significant right-of-way or property acquisitions. Roadway expansion failed this
evaluation as any roadway capacity expansion would almost certainly require new right-of-way or
properties in direct conflict with the Denver Strategic Transportation Plan. Transit options in
elevated structures failed this evaluation also because of the need for additional right-of-way for
structure and station/access construction. Transit options in tunnel were given a “neutral” rating;
tunnel options and their station access points could be designed to minimize property impacts, but
until more detailed engineering is conducted, those impacts are uncertain. Enhanced Bus and BRT
on surface passed this evaluation. Modern Streetcar and Light Rail also passed, though
downgraded slightly. Modern Streetcars could potentially require additional property for a
maintenance facility, though an exact location and any potential ability to share a facility with RTD
are pending additional analysis. Light Rail passenger stations would likely have some small impact
on sidewalks and streets and possibly other aspects of the urban environment.
Consistency with neighborhood plans: The options were screened as to their consistency with
existing neighborhood urban design and local development plans and standards. Roadway
expansion failed this evaluation since this option would be in direct conflict with the Denver
Strategic Transportation Plan. Transit options in tunnel were given a “neutral” rating since the
impact of passenger station access is unknown and could potentially be mitigated. And transit
options in elevated structures failed this evaluation since they would limit access and connectivity
because of aerial stations, and aerial structures would be inconsistent with most neighborhood
urban design standards and principles (especially in historic districts).
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Overall: Roadway expansion and transit options in elevated structures failed this evaluation
primarily due to their extensive property requirements for guideway structures and stations; all
other options passed, though transit options in tunnel were deemed less advantageous since their
impacts on property and neighborhoods are uncertain.







Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

PASS

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Enhanced Bus

Constructability
Proven
technology
SUMMARY

Roadway
Expansion

Table 4-19: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Deliverability
Screen 1 Results

PASS

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

FAIL

Constructability: Each option was examined as to the presence of any natural or built barriers or
features that would serve as major obstacles to the ability to construct an alternative within a
reasonable budget and a reasonable schedule. In the proposed project’s study area, there are no
known major natural or built obstacles to construction such as significant grade changes or major
water crossings, so all tunnel and surface-running options were evaluated as passing this criterion,
though tunnel options were rated as “neutral” as the impacts of sub-surface construction depend on
the construction methods utilized (for example, underground boring might have minimal impacts,
while cut-and-cover construction could potentially have major construction impacts). Fixed
guideway transit options in street-running environments passed but were downgraded slightly as
any fixed guideway would have some construction impacts on the local environment. Transit
options in elevated structures were evaluated as failing this criterion; while there are no major
physical or natural barriers to construction, implementing an aerial fixed guideway in a congested
urban environment would have significant construction impacts.
Proven technology: Each mode/vehicle option was evaluated as to its history as a mode that has
been proven in day-to-day service in a comparable application (a congested, built urban corridor
similar to the East Colfax study area). All options were seen as passing this evaluation, as all modes
are in revenue service in similar urban corridors in many locations in the US and around the world.
Overall: All mode/vehicle options except transit options in elevated structure were evaluated as
passing this category of criteria.
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Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Tunnel

Surface

Elevated

Light Rail

Elevated

PASS

Modern Streetcar

Surface

Enhanced Bus

FAIL

Bus Rapid Transit
Tunnel

Roadway
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Table 4-20: Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Combined (all
categories) Screen 1 Results

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

Mobility
Environmental
(Social/
Natural)
Environmental
(Natural)
Fiscal
Urban
Character
Deliverability
OVERALL

Modes/technologies that failed Screen 1:




Roadway expansion, due to potential environmental impacts, impacts to urban form and
neighborhoods, and deliverability (including construction impacts).
Bus Rapid Transit, Modern Streetcar, and Light Rail in tunnel due to their capital cost for potential
capacity improvements relative to other options.
Bus Rapid Transit, Modern Streetcar, and Light Rail in elevated structure due to their
social/community environmental impacts, capital cost per capacity improvement, impacts on
neighborhoods, and potential construction impacts.

Modes/technologies that passed Screen 1:



Enhanced Bus
Bus Rapid Transit, Modern Streetcar, and Light Rail in street-running environments
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Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options
Table 4-21: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Mobility
Screen 1 Results

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Elevated

Gondola

Tunnel

Personal
Rapid
Transit

Elevated

Automated
Guideway
Transit

Surface

MagLev

Monorail

Tunnel

Commuter Rail

Heavy
Rail

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

Trip capacity
Multi-modal
opportunities
Connectivity/
accessibility
SUMMARY









Trip capacity: Each option was rated on its ability to provide the required trip capacity forecast for
the East Colfax Corridor by 2030 (20-30% trip increase). All options were seen as being able to
provide sufficient trip capacity to fulfill this criterion except for personal rapid transit (its small
vehicles preclude significant overall trip capacity increases).
Multi-modal opportunities: Each option was rated on the opportunity it provides for
implementing, integrating with, or providing connectivity to a variety of modal options. All options
were rated as being able to fulfill that criterion by providing relatively equal abilities to integrate
with or connect to other modes in the study area.
Connectivity and accessibility: The options were rated as to their ability to provide the opportunity
to provide seamless, efficient, and safe connectivity and accessibility for pedestrians and bicyclists
and for transit users in or accessing the study corridor. All options failed this screening. Commuter
Rail, Heavy Rail, and MagLev did not meet this criterion primarily due to the relatively long distances
between passenger stations required for efficient operations. Monorail, Automated Guideway
Transit, Personal Rapid Transit, and Gondola failed this criterion primarily due to their requirement
for above-grade passenger stations with extensive infrastructure for access, limiting the ability to
provide convenient connectivity in a congested urban environment.
Overall: All of the non-traditional mode/vehicle options were rated as failing the Mobility elements
of the Screen 1 process primarily due to station spacing and/or grade separation requirements.
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Table 4-22: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options:
Environmental (Social/Community) Screen 1 Results

Elevated

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Elevated

Gondola

Tunnel

Personal
Rapid
Transit

Elevated

Automated
Guideway
Transit

Tunnel

Monorail

Elevated

MagLev

Surface

Heavy
Rail

Tunnel

Commuter Rail

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

Fatal Flaws
Consistency
with local and
regional plans
Consistency
with federal
livability
principles
SUMMARY







Fatal flaws: Each option was rated as to any evident or obvious environmental fatal flaws in areas
such as health, safety, community cohesion, economics, heritage, and the overall built environment.
Options in tunnels were evaluated as neutral in this regard; the impacts of sub-surface construction
depend on the construction methods utilized (for example, underground boring might have minimal
impacts, while cut-and-cover construction could potentially have major fatal flaws due to its impacts
on historic structures and other social impacts). All surface-running and elevated options failed this
criterion primarily due to potential impacts on historic properties as a result of extensive
infrastructure required for guideways and/or stations.
Consistency with local and regional plans: Each option was evaluated as to its consistency with the
goals and principles of local and regional plans, including transportation plans, zoning plans, and
comprehensive plans. All options passed this criterion. Any surface-running transit option would be
consistent with the Strategic Transportation Plan, while transit options in tunnels or elevated
structures - while not explicitly proposed in any local or regional plans - are not necessarily
inconsistent with any of those plans.
Consistency with federal livability principles: The options were examined as to their consistency
with the goals and principles of the federal Partnership for Sustainable Communities program,
focused on providing more transportation choices, promoting equitable and affordable housing,
enhancing economic competitiveness, supporting existing communities, coordinating policies and
leveraging investment, and valuing communities and neighborhoods. None of the options examined
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was inconsistent with those principles, though transit options in tunnel and elevated structures
were downgraded slightly from street-running options due to their more limited accessibility and
connectivity to new development and housing.
Overall: All options in a surface-running or elevated environment failed this screening primarily
due to impacts on historic structures required for guideways and/or stations. Options in tunnels
passed, though impacts on environmental factors and neighborhoods were deemed uncertain, and
they were not necessarily inconsistent with federal livability principles.

Table 4-23: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options:
Environmental (Natural) Screening Results

Elevated

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Elevated

Gondola

Tunnel

Personal
Rapid
Transit

Elevated

Automated
Guideway
Transit

Tunnel

Monorail

Elevated

MagLev

Surface

Heavy
Rail

Tunnel

Commuter Rail

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

Fatal Flaws
SUMMARY





Fatal flaws: Each option was rated as to any evident or obvious environmental fatal flaws in areas
such as biological resources and wildlife, wetlands, or other natural resource areas. All options
failed this evaluation, primarily due to potential impacts on parklands, hydrology/drainage, and
other natural resource areas due to the extensive infrastructure required for guideways and/or
stations.
Overall: All options failed this screening.
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Table 4-24: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Fiscal
Screening Results





Elevated

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Elevated

Gondola

Tunnel

Personal
Rapid
Transit

Elevated

Automated
Guideway
Transit

Tunnel

Monorail

Elevated

MagLev

Surface

Reasonable
costs per
capacity
improvement
SUMMARY

Heavy
Rail

Tunnel

Commuter Rail

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

PASS

PASS

Reasonable costs per capacity improvement: Each option was rated according to its capital and/or
operating cost per added capacity relative to other options. Any transit option in a tunnel or
elevated structure was deemed to have failed this evaluation. Any transit option in a tunnel is
estimated to cost five to ten times a comparable surface-running option, and elevated options are
estimated to cost from three to ten times any surface running option. Recent Commuter Rail
projects in tunnel (such as those in the New York City/Northern New Jersey area) are costing
approximately $1 billion or more per mile. Recent Heavy Rail projects in Washington, Los Angeles,
and Miami (all grade-separated and primarily in tunnel and/or elevated structures) range from $268
million per mile to $641 million per mile. Monorail, Automated Guideway Transit, and Personal
Rapid Transit in elevated structures, and Gondola passed this screening, though their costs are on
the upper end of average costs of other modes that provide similar capacity improvements (such as
Modern Streetcar and BRT).
Overall: Commuter Rail at surface and Monorail, Automated Guideway Transit, Personal Rapid
Transit, and Gondola in elevated structures passed this screening.
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Table 4-25: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Urban
Character Screening Results







Elevated

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Tunnel

Elevated

Elevated

Gondola

Tunnel
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Rapid
Transit
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SUMMARY

Heavy
Rail

Tunnel

Commuter Rail

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

Right-of-way or property acquisitions: Each option was evaluated as to evident requirements for
any obvious and significant right-of-way or property acquisitions. All options except Commuter Rail
in tunnel failed this evaluation due to likely significant property acquisitions related to guideway
and/or station and access construction and a new maintenance facility. Commuter rail in tunnel was
rated neutral, as impacts on properties would only be related to a maintenance facility, which could
be minimal if it would be possible to share a commuter rail maintenance facility with RTD.
Consistency with neighborhood plans: The options were screened as to their consistency with
existing neighborhood urban design and local development plans and standards. All options in
tunnels were given a ‘neutral’ rating since the impact of passenger station access is unknown and
could potentially be mitigated. Commuter Rail at surface and all transit options in elevated
structures failed this evaluation since they would limit access and connectivity because of aerial
stations, and aerial structures would be inconsistent with most neighborhood urban design
standards and principles (especially in historic districts).
Overall: All options except Commuter Rail in tunnel failed this evaluation, primarily due to extensive
right-of-way or property requirements of aerial structures and/or stations and general inconsistency
with neighborhood urban design standards and principles.
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Table 4-26: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options:
Deliverability Screening Results
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Elevated

Tunnel
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Tunnel
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SUMMARY

Heavy
Rail

Tunnel

Commuter Rail

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

Constructability: Each option was examined as to the presence of any natural or built barriers or
features that would serve as major obstacles to the ability to construct an alternative within a
reasonable budget and a reasonable schedule. In the proposed project’s study area, there are no
known major natural or built obstacles to construction such as significant grade changes or major
water crossings, so all tunnel and surface-running options were evaluated as passing this criterion,
though Commuter Rail on surface was downgraded slightly, as any fixed guideway would have some
construction impacts on the local environment. In addition, options in tunnel were rated as
“neutral” as the impacts of sub-surface construction depend on the construction methods utilized
(for example, underground boring might have minimal impacts, while cut-and-cover construction
could potentially have major construction impacts). Transit options in elevated structures were
evaluated as failing this criterion; while there are no major physical or natural barriers to
construction, implementing an aerial fixed guideway (with its structures and stations and related
access) in a congested urban environment could have significant construction impacts.
Proven technology: Each mode/vehicle option was evaluated as to its history as a mode that has
been proven in day-to-day service in a comparable application (a congested, built urban corridor
similar to the East Colfax study area). All options except Automated Guideway Transit were seen as
failing this evaluation, as none of the other modes are in comparable revenue service (serving both
long-haul and short-distance trips) in a ten-mile-long congested urban roadway corridor
environment similar to the East Colfax study area. Automated Guideway Transit is the exception; its
application in urban environment such as Vancouver is somewhat similar to the East Colfax study
area, though the Vancouver application is operating in many areas with significantly higher
population and/or employment density than that found in the East Colfax study area.
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Overall: All mode/vehicle options except automated guideway transit in tunnel were evaluated as
failing this category of criteria primarily related to construction impacts and a general determination
as to the lack of history of modes in a comparable operating environment.

Table 4-27: Non-Traditional Urban Roadway Corridor Mode/Vehicle Technology Options: Combined
(all categories) Screening Results
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As shown, none of the non-traditional mode/vehicle options passed Screen 1.
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Options Carried Forward into Screen 2
Table 4-28 summarizes the results of the Screen 1 process for mode/vehicle technology, including the
recommended options to be carried forward into the Screen 2 process.
Table 4-28: Mode/Vehicle Technology Option Screen 1 Results

Carry Forward

Do Not Carry Forward















Enhanced Bus
Bus Rapid Transit
Modern Streetcar
Light Rail
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Route/Alignment Screen 1 Results
A number of route/ alignment options were examined in
Screen 1 as to their suitability for transportation and mobility
improvements as described in the proposed project’s purpose
and need statement. As a reminder, the purpose of this
proposed project is to identify and provide a package of
multi-modal transportation improvements in the study area
that meet current and future person-trip demand; improve
mobility, connectivity, safety, and accessibility; help slow the
growth of vehicular congestion; expand travel choices by
encouraging a shift of auto trips to alternative modes; and
interact seamlessly, efficiently, and safely with other
transportation corridors, systems, and modes. In addition,
several needs were identified that should be met by this
proposed project:








How did the public provide
input into the route/alignment
development and evaluation
process?
The project team reviewed the
proposed route/alignment options
with project stakeholders and the
general public at the start of the
project. While a variety of
potential route/alignment options
were discussed in the early stages
of the project, the public generally
concurred with the project team’s
focus on key east-west roadways
that were closest to the East
Colfax Avenue corridor.
Consequently, the project team
focused its efforts on
20th/Montview, 17th/18th, and
13th/14th in addition to East Colfax.

Accommodate increasing person-trip demand
Better serve existing transit users and encourage and
accommodate new transit users
Identify and provide transportation improvements in
accordance with established livability principles
Identify and provide transportation improvements without major acquisition of private properties
Accommodate increasing intra-corridor trips
Identify and provide improved mobility and connectivity options
Identify and provide affordable and fiscally sustainable improvements

The nature of this proposed project’s study area lends itself to examination of primarily east-west
routes/alignments that provide linkages between and among major activity centers, including the
Auraria campus, downtown Denver, old town Aurora/Aurora Arts District, and the Anschutz Medical
Campus, and major activity centers in between. The study area, bounded by I-25 on the west and I-225
on the east, approximately 20th Avenue on the north, and approximately 12th Avenue on the south, is
roughly ten square miles, so an initial examination of corridors that lend themselves to the east-west
nature of the corridor and that meet the proposed project’s purpose and need resulted in consideration
of four primary travel corridors:





13th/14th Avenues
East Colfax Avenue
17th/18th Avenues
20th Avenue/Montview Boulevard

Other corridors were examined as to their suitability for meeting the proposed project’s purpose and
need, including corridors such as 12th Avenue, 16th Avenue, and even 23rd Avenue (slightly north of the
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rough bounds of the proposed project’s study area). Those corridors were eliminated early in the
Screen 1 process primarily because of their distance from the core of the study area, their lack of
connectivity throughout the study area, their lack of suitability for an urban transportation investment
(such as limited right-of-way, residential nature, or other factors), community comments, or any
combination of those factors.

Key Assumptions
For all route/alignment options, a number of key assumptions were made as to their high-level
conceptual design for Screen 1 analysis:








All options extend roughly from the Auraria campus on the west to the Anschutz Medical Campus on
the east. No detailed assumptions are made at this time as to their specific interaction or internal
circulation at the two campuses, nor are assumptions made at this stage as to an option’s
interaction with existing or planned light rail or commuter rail service in the study area.
All options use East Colfax Avenue for at least part of their routes; for example, all options use East
Colfax Avenue west from Broadway/Lincoln to Auraria, meaning that significant interaction occurs at
the Civic Center Station, though no specifics are noted at this time as to an alternative’s exact
interaction with other transit lines at Civic Center.
All options are assumed to utilize the existing street right-of-way to the extent possible and are
assumed to follow the existing traffic patterns (in other words, on one-way streets, a
route/alignment option is assumed to operate in the same direction as existing vehicular traffic).
All options have the potential of additional connectivity and/or circulation through other parts of
the study area (including downtown Denver), but no assumptions as to those exact routings are
made at this stage of the proposed project.

With those assumptions, the proposed route/alignment options are described in more detail below.
13th/14th Avenues
This option (see Figure 4-2) focuses on the one-way pairs of 13th and 14th Avenues from downtown
Denver (Broadway/Lincoln) to the Denver-Aurora border at Yosemite. West of Broadway/Lincoln, the
option reverts to West Colfax Avenue, though a design option could allow it to continue west on
13th/14th to serve the Lincoln Park area. Eastward from Yosemite, the option reverts to East Colfax
Avenue through the Aurora Cultural Arts District and on to the Anschutz Medical Campus/I-225 Light
Rail Line area.
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Figure 4-2: 13th/14th Avenue Option

East Colfax Avenue
This route/alignment option (see Figure 4-3) assumes the use of East Colfax Avenue for its entire length,
from the Auraria Campus on the west to the Anschutz Medical Campus on the east.
Figure 4-3: East Colfax Avenue Option

17th/18th Avenues
This route/alignment option (see Figure 4-4) utilizes 17th Avenue for most of its route. It assumes the
use of West Colfax Avenue from Auraria to Broadway/Lincoln Street, turning north to use the 17th/18th
Avenue one-way pairs from Broadway/Lincoln to York/Josephine Streets at the west end of City Park.
From that point, it uses 17th Avenue eastward to Peoria Street, at which point it serves the Anschutz
Medical Campus.
Figure 4-4: 17th/18th Avenue Option
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20th Avenue/Montview Boulevard
This route/alignment option (see Figure 4-5) uses West Colfax Avenue from Auraria to
Broadway/Lincoln, at which point it turns north and then heads east on 20th Avenue to Downing. At that
point, it runs north on Downing and then heads east on 21st Avenue to York/Josephine, turning north at
that point and then east on 23rd Avenue through City Park and the north end of the Denver Zoo. At
Colorado Boulevard, the alignment turns south and then heads east on Montview Boulevard to Peoria
Street, then south to East Colfax Avenue and east to the Anschutz Medical Campus.
Figure 4-5: 20th/Montview Option

Packaging of Options
The remaining mode/vehicle technology options were combined with the recommended
route/alignment options to develop a series of mode/alignment “packages” that can be subjected to
more detailed development and evaluation. Table 4-29 summarizes the mode/alignment packages to
be carried forward into the Screen 2 process.
Table 4-29: Packaging of Mode/Alignment Options for Screen 2
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As noted in the table, Enhanced Bus, Bus Rapid Transit, and Modern Streetcar modes are recommended
for all route/alignment options. The Light Rail alternative is recommended for all but 20th/Montview;
that option was deemed to be too residential in nature for much of its alignment and not appropriate
for a transit investment on the scale of light rail.

Public Review and Input into the Screen 1 Process
The project team conducted a variety of public meetings at the beginning of the study to introduce the
public to the proposed project and to review initial findings as a result of the Screen 1 process.
(Documentation on all meetings and outreach activities is included in the Appendix.)
Project Initiation
Soon after initiation of the study process in the summer of 2012, the project team conducted initial
public meetings at a variety of levels to introduce the community to the study and its purpose and need.
Those meetings consisted of:






A Technical Working Group met on September 27, 2012. This group consisted of representatives of
public agencies and entities at the federal, state, regional and local level. Attendees at this meeting
helped in shaping the purpose and need statement and evaluation criteria and process, and they
helped the project team identify key issues of concern, both procedural and technical, that should
be addressed in the study.
A Community Task Force Meeting also met on September 27,2012. This group was comprised of
representatives of key neighborhood and community organizations throughout the study area.
Attendees at this meeting helped shape the specifics of the study’s purpose and need statement
and reviewed initial data findings, evaluation criteria and process, and the range of alternatives to
be examined. Attendees also helped the project team identify key issues including constraints and
opportunities related to transportation in the study corridor.
An initial set of public meetings was held in October 2012 (one in Denver and one in Aurora) to
introduce the public to the study and proposed project and to gather feedback on key issues of
concern.

Screen 1 Review
Following the project team’s Screen 1 evaluation process, additional outreach activities were held to
review the process and its results:


A Community Task Force meeting was held on November 8, 2012, to review the results of the
Screen 1 process. Key discussion points included technical differences between light rail and
streetcar options, the need to include economic development considerations, the need to consider
non-motorized options in packages, and the need for flexibility in routing of high-capacity transit
options. Overall, Task Force attendees were generally in support of the Screen 1 recommendations.
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